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Introduction to Kashrut Laws

Genesis 2; 16-17

The L-rd G-d commanded the man
saying, ‘You may certainly eat from
all the trees of the Garden. But from
the tree of knowledge of good and
evil you may not eat from it,
because on the day that you eat of it
you will certainly die.

Exodus 22; 30
You shall be holy people to be, and
you shall not eat the flesh in the
field that has been torn, but you should throw it to the dog.

Rashi Exodus 22; 30

You shall be holy people to me - If
you are holy and separate from the
disgusting carcasses and torn
animals then you are Mine. If not,
you are not Mine.

Midrash Shochar Tov (Tehillim)

88

When Moshe Rabbeinu ascended to
receive the second set of tablets the
angels said to G-d, ‘Only yesterday
they [the Jewish people]
transgressed this Torah, in which
you wrote “You shall have no other
gods before Me”. G-d said to the
angels, ‘You are always causing
trouble between Me and the Children
of Israel. Yet when you went to visit
Avraham you ate meat and milk, as
the verse states “He [Avraham] took butter and milk and the calf [and
gave them to  eat]”. Even a child of them, when he comes home from
school and his mother gives him bread with meat, and cheese, he tells
her, ‘Our Rebbe taught us today “You shall not cook a kid in its mother’s
milk”. The angels had no answer. At that moment G-d was able to say to
Moshe “Write on the second tablets...” because they had no answer.

you can find parsha sheets from Rabbi Sedley on the web:
www.parshatshavua.blogspot.com
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Ramban Deuteronomy 22; 6

This idea is mentioned in Midrash
Tanchuma (Shmini 8) on the section
regarding the animals: What
difference does it make to G-d
whether someone slaughters an
animal in a kosher way, or just kills
it and eats? Does it help Him or
damage Him? What difference does
it make whether someone eats
kosher or non-kosher food? “If you are wise you are only wise for
yourselves” (Proverbs 9; 12). Rather, the Mitzvot were only given to
improve people, as it states “G-d’s words are pure words” (Psalms 12; 7),
The words of G-d purify a person, so that they should protect him.

Sefer HaChinuch Mitzvah 73

The reasons for this  Mitzvah (of
kashrut): The body is a tool for the
soul, and through the body the soul
accomplishes its tasks. Without the
body the soul cannot do its work....
If there is any deficiency in the body
the soul will be limited in its work
according to that deficiency.
Therefore the Torah instructed us to
keep away from eating anything that
causes us damage. This explains the
simple meaning of all the forbidden
foods in the Torah. If some of these
dangerous foods are known to us
and not to the doctors don’t be
surprised, because the Faithful
Doctor who instructed us about
them is far wiser than you or the
doctors. How foolish is someone who thinks there are no dangers in these
foods according to his knowledge. You should know that it is for our
benefit that the Torah does not explain their reasons or the damage they
cause. Because some people may come and claim to be very wise, and
tell us that the dangers that the Torah refers to in a certain food is
non-existent, or that it is only in a certain place, or for certain people.
Lest you be swayed by their words to follow the fools, the Torah did not
reveal to us the reasons, to spare us from this stumbling block.
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Talmud Yoma 39a

It was taught by the school of Rabbi
Yishmael: Sin blocks up a person’s
heart, as it states “Do not
contaminate yourselves through
them, lest you become contaminated through them” (Leviticus 11; 43).
Do not read it as ‘contaminated’ (nitmeitem), but rather ‘blocked up’
(nitamtem).

Rashi Yoma 39a

Blocks up - seals and closes it from
any wisdom

Topics we will cover (v"ht)

Basar b’Chalav (Milk and Meat)
Bishul Akum (food cooked by non-Jews)

Yayin Nesech/ Stam Yainam (non-kosher wine)
Tevilat Keilim (putting dishes in a mikva)

Hagalat Keilim (koshering dishes)
Hafrashat Teruma v’Maa’ser (separating Teruma and Ma’aser)

Sakana (things that are dangerous to eat)
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